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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The transport sector around the world is going through a paradigm shift by switching to less energy intensive
modes of power. E-mobility is quickly becoming the new normal in many countries1 and electric vehicle
(EV) sales are surging in several geographies, with 2021 witnessing a sharp increase of 109% globally2. This
penetration has begun to make a notable dent in global oil consumption. In 2021, increased use of Zero
Emission Vehicles led to oil savings of 1.5 million barrels per day, equal to one fifth of Russia’s total oil and oil
products export pre war3, proving their potential of reducing oil use and associated carbon emissions.

India’s e-mobility journey
India has also entered the e-mobility era, with electric vehicles progressing from being experimental and
limited to early adopters, to becoming mainstream in certain segments such as the two- and three- wheeler
markets. At the recently held COP26 in Glasgow, India committed to selling only electric cars and vans by
20404, and has also declared national targets of achieving EV sales penetration of 30% for private cars, 70%
for commercial cars, 40% for buses and 80% for two and three-wheelers by 2030.
The central and state governments have made noteworthy progress in establishing a supportive policy
landscape. States have shown remarkable leadership with more than 25 of them having notified or draft EV
policies5 – each with clear targets leading up to 2030. As a result of these efforts, India registered a 163%
surge6 in sales in 2020. With a combined market share of 90%7, two- and three-wheeler EVs are the driving
force behind rising sales.

The need for continued policy support
There is no doubt that an EV revolution has taken roots in India. However, it is also at a point of inflection
where continued policy support is critical to drive EV penetration till the e-mobility ecosystem is robust
enough for sales to be market driven and EVs to become a mainstream choice across all vehicle segments.
Despite a drop in battery prices, high up-front cost of EVs continues to be a significant barrier to their sales,
particularly in the four-wheeler segment. This is evident by their market share, which stands at 4% of all EV
sales8, and still represents a mere fraction of all four-wheeler sales. Similarly, India needs to focus more on
electrifying its bus fleet, which would be central to improving public transport, bringing down air pollution
and road congestion. Few states have made progress towards procuring and operationalizing e-bus fleets
owing to various challenges, including financing.

Accelerating EV sales in Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu’s Electric Vehicle policy, launched in 2019, has placed the state ahead of the curve. About 35%
of all EV investments in India have happened in Tamil Nadu9, a stellar example of the state’s well designed
incentives to attract capital investments. It features among the top 5 states in the race to be declared India’s
EV capital. However, while the state fares well in investments, there is scope to improve penetration of
electric vehicles across segments, particularly three and four wheelers, and e-buses.
As the Tamil Nadu government considers revising its Electric Vehicle policy, we present a
set of recommendations aimed at increasing adoption of three and four wheeler EVs. These
recommendations incorporate learnings and case studies from EV policies of other states that are
making strong progress in EV sales.
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II. T
 AMIL NADU’S E V POLICY:
A snaps h ot
Tamil Nadu is the fourth Indian state to announce its Electric Vehicle policy in September 2019, focusing on attracting
capital investments. Home to Chennai, known as the Detroit of India and considered among the top 10 automotive
manufacturing hubs in the world, the state produces 50% of all cars that are exported from India. Recognising that an
e-mobility revolution would make traditional auto manufacturing industry redundant, Tamil Nadu responded quickly to
the needs of the future and created an ecosystem that supports a fast transition to EV manufacturing. The state EV policy
has ensured that Tamil Nadu leads in attracting investments for a range of electric vehicle projects, from two-wheeler
factories to battery manufacturing units. It boasts of $2.5 billion in investment commitments10 from Ola Electric, Ather
Energy, TVS Motors and other players. Close to 35% of all investments that have happened in the e-mobility space till
date in India, have been in Tamil Nadu.

Objective:
 overnment of Tamil Nadu to attract ₹50,000 crore (₹500 billion) of investment in EV manufacturing and create a
G
comprehensive EV ecosystem in the state. Such investment is expected to create 1.5 lakh new jobs.
 lectrify 5% of buses every year by 2030, and convert shared mobility fleets, institutional vehicles, and e-commerce
E
delivery and logistics vehicles to EVs by 2030. STUs will be provided with subsidy to enable purchase of EV buses.
 onvert all auto-rickshaws in six major cities to EVs within a span of 10 years. (Chennai, Coimbatore, Trichy, Madurai,
C
Salem and Tirunelveli.)

Demand Side Incentives
E-two wheelers
Private Cars

100% road tax exemption till December 2022 		

Waiver on registration charges/fees

E-Auto-Rickshaws,
Light Goods Carriers,
transport vehicles
such as taxi, tourist
cars etc.

 aiver on permits till December 2022 and
W
registration charges

1 00% road tax exemption till
December 2022

 et up charging stations with the active participation of public sector units including
S
TANGEDCO and private players.
Incentives and Support
for Charging Stations

 evelop schemes with appropriate capital subsidy to enable private operators to set up
D
public charging stations.
 et up 3*3 Grid charging stations in Chennai, Coimbatore, Trichy, Madurai, Salem and
S
Tirunelveli.
One charging station at 25 km intervals on both sides of NHAI and State Highways.

Supply Side Incentives
100% reimbursement till 2030 of the SGST paid on the sale of EVs manufactured, sold & registered for use in the state.
 apital Subsidy of 15% (where SGST reimbursement is NA) investments made before 2025 - till 10 yrs of validity &
C
capital subsidy of 20% for EV battery manufacturing plant.
100% exemption of electricity tariff tax till 2030.
1 5-50% subsidy on cost of land obtained under government agencies allocated before December 2022 & 20-50%
subsidy on land for battery manufacturing units
100% stamp duty exemptions on the land till dec 2022
Employment incentives upto Rs 48,000 per employee in the form of reimbursement to EPF account till 2025
Additional capital subsidy of 20%over the existing MSME units (If setup until 2025)
Creation of EV Vendor parks & free trade warehousing zones
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III. R
 ecommendations f or demand
side incentives
While the supply side incentives of the state’s EV policy are strong and a case study for others, there is scope
to strengthen demand side incentives that help increase sales, particularly of electric three and four wheeler.
As of March 31st, 2022, Tamil Nadu has 58,813 registered EVs11, with electric two wheelers comprising 86.18%
of all registered EVs. The state has the fourth highest EV sales in the country, owing largely to the growth
in the two wheeler segment, which has grown year on year by nearly 340% during 2019 – 2021. However,
e-three and four wheeler sales are lagging at just 5,344 and 3,428 respectively as on May 2022.
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The commiserate of Transport and Road safety projects the growth in vehicles across all three categories at a
CAGR of 12.5%. As per this, by 2025, Tamil Nadu can expect to have close to 4.4 crore two wheelers, 700,000
three wheelers, and 51.5 lakh four wheelers12. The current year on year growth rate for two wheelers shows a
promising future for their penetration, however three and four wheelers can benefit from incentive support. If
Tamil Nadu can achieve even a 10% share of electric vehicles by 2030, it can lead to roughly 84.8 lakh kgs or
8.48 lakh tonnes of CO2 reduction over this period.
Below, we outline ways to strengthen demand side incentives in Tamil Nadu’s revised EV policy.

1. Introducing purchase incentives for three and four wheelers
High upfront cost of electric vehicles continues to be among the top barriers to mass adoption, despite low
operational costs. The Central Government’s FAME I & II schemes offer purchase incentives for two, three
and four wheeler EVs that help reduce the cost burden on consumers. Above this, several states have also
included purchase incentives or early bird subsidies to bring down up front cost. The combined subsidies
from the centre and state have made e-two wheelers price competitive with their ICE counterparts. This is
also a strong reason for the rise in their sales across the country.
For Tamil Nadu, offering purchase incentives for three and four wheelers can have a significant positive
impact on their sales.
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C ase study
E-three wheelers
States like Delhi and Maharashtra offer a purchase incentive of Rs 20,000 and Rs 30,000 respectively for
e-three wheelers, which has helped increase their sales. In Delhi, e-three wheelers are roughly 83.5% of
all registered EVs and in Maharashtra, e-three wheelers account for roughly 8.8%13. With subsidy support
in Tamil Nadu, one of the most widely used models of e-three wheelers, the M&M Treo HRT would be 69%
cheaper to own and operate over 6 years than its ICE counterpart. This would make them more attractive to
consumers and support rise in sales.

E-four wheelers
Similarly, for e-four wheelers, demand-side subsidy would bring the upfront cost of various upcoming models
within Rs 5 – 15 lakhs, which represents nearly 75% of all vehicle sales14 in the country, and is the most
important price segment for mass adoption.
In 2022, 13 new models of electric four-wheelers are expected to be launched in the price range of
Rs 9,00,000 to Rs 60,00,000 (Table 1). Subsidy support would make the Total Cost of Ownership 35 – 50%
cheaper for these upcoming EV models. Given that these EV variants would already be in the purchasing
power of an average consumer with subsidy support, having operations cost so much cheaper than petrol
will make for a strong sales pitch to consumers.
Table 1: Upcoming/launched EV four-wheeler models In India
Sr No

Models (EV)

Expected/launched
price (Chennai)

1

M&M KUV 100

10,00,000

2

M&M XUV 300

15,00,000

3

Tata Altroz EV

14,00,000

4

Tata Nexon EV

16,67,133

5

Tata punch/Hbx EV

14,00,000

6

MG Astor EV

14,00,000

7

Tata Tigor

14,15,407

Table 2: A comparison of the on-road price of EV and ICE variants of 7 EV four wheelers, with and without
demand side subsidy assumed at Rs 1,50,000

S. No.

EV Model

Price of Petrol
variant on road

Price of EV variant
without State
Subsidy

Price of EV variant
with state subsidy

1

M&M KUV 100*

8,64,210

8,50,000

7,00,000

2

M&M XUV 300*

11,50,473

13,50,000

12,00,000

3

Tata Altroz XZ+*

9,93,770

12,50,000

11,00,000

4

Tata NexonXz+*

12,35,976

15,17,133

13,67,133

5

Tata Punch/Hbx EV*

8,35,649

12,50,000

11,00,000

6

MG Astor

17,22,709

14,00,000

12,50,000

7

Tata Tigor*

8,69,602

12,65,407

11,15,407

Note: The price of EV variants without state subsidy include FAME 2 subsidy. Prices are on-road as offered in Chennai as of 1st June 2022
All prices in INR
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Table 3: A comparison of Total Cost of Ownership of ICE and EV variants of 7 EV four-wheelers with and
without State subsidy over 8 years.

S. No.

EV Model

TCO of Petrol
variant over 8
years

TCO of EV variant
without State
subsidy

TCO of EV
variant with
State subsidy

% Reduction in
TCO of EV VS
petrol variant

1

M&M KUV 100*

19,11,174

9,33,707

7,55,442

60.47

2

M&M XUV 300*

21,97,438

14,33,657

12,82,286

41.65

3

Tata Altroz XZ+*

19,87,014

13,34,267

11,82,667

40.48

4

Tata NexonXz+*

23,36,070

15,96,262

14,43,165

38.22

5

Tata Punch/Hbx EV*

18,28,893

13,34,267

11,82,667

35.33

6

MG Astor

27,69,674

14,84,267

13,32,667

51.88

7

Tata Tigor XZ*+

17,99,522

13,44,536

11,92,988

33.71

Note: Petrol prices assumed is Rs 102.74 (Chennai) as of 1st June 2022. Vehicle price includes subsidy offered under FAME II
All prices in INR

2. Introduce incentives for retrofitting ICE vehicles
Retrofitting means to convert existing petrol or diesel run vehicles into an electric vehicle, by changing
the original engine and other related components, and transplanting a new alternative energy source into
the existing vehicle body. It can either be an additional system added to the existing vehicle motor or to
completely replace the existing engine with a new motor and drivetrain.
It is a cheaper and faster way of electrifying a country’s ICE vehicle ecosystem, more economical that to
incentivize sales and production of new EVs. For example, a two-wheeler can be retrofit into an electric
version at one-fourth the cost of purchasing a new electric two-wheeler. With more than 220 million ICE
scooters on India’s roads, retrofitting them to EVs is a low-hanging fruit that governments can promote
through incentives and policy support.
Tamil Nadu currently has roughly 24.9 lakh two-wheelers,3.9 lakh three-wheelers, and 28.7 lakh
four-wheelers15 on its roads. Of these, roughly 30 – 40% would be at the mid or end-of-life stage. Offering
retro fitment incentives to consumers to convert their vehicles to electric in place of scrapping or selling
them, as well as providing an enabling policy environment for retro fitment companies to grow, can play a
significant role in converting existing ICE vehicles to electric.

Retrofitting incentives in states
While India does not have a national level retrofitting policy, several states have included retrofitting
incentives in their EV policies. For example,
	Telangana offers a retrofit-ment incentive at 15% of the retrofit-ment cost capped at Rs 15,000 per vehicle
for the first 5,000 retrofit three seater auto rickshaws16.
	In Delhi, the Transport Department has begun the registration process for centres for retrofitting of old
diesel and petrol vehicles with electric kits to convert them into e-vehicles, enabling vehicle owners in
Delhi to convert their old diesel and petrol vehicles into electric vehicles17. Around ten manufacturers
of electric kits have already been enrolled. The state is also aiming to shift the application process for
consumers entirely online, making it easier and faster for ICE vehicle owners to convert to EVs.
	Karnataka, too, has acknowledge the importance of pushing for retrofit-ment of conventional vehicles
and are in the process of preparing a retrofit policy.
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3. Introduce incentives for scrappage of ICE vehicles in favour of EVs
In 2021, India announced its Vehicle Scrappage policy or the Voluntary Vehicle-Fleet Modernization Program
(VVMP), which proposes that, starting June 1, 2024, all conventional vehicles will have to undergo fitness
tests every 2 years for the first 8 years of life, failing which they must be scrapped. This will apply to heavy
commercial vehicles by April 1, 202319. The policy also aims to bring in investment of Rs 10,000 crore to set
up 450 – 500 Automated testing Stations and 60 – 70 Registered Scrapping Facilities across the country, to
cater to the government’s scrapping mandate. As per the policy, any consumer scrapping their vehicle will be
exempt from registration fee for the purchase of their next vehicle.
Two states in India, Delhi and Maharashtra, have included vehicle scrappage incentives in their policy,
wherein consumers who scrap their ICE vehicle can receive additional discount against the purchase of an
EV. (Rs 5,000 – 7,000 for e-2w, 15,000 for e-3w, and 25,000 for e-4w)
As per Tamil Nadu state transport department, more than 15.9 lakh vehicles in the state need to be scrapped.
Introducing scrappage incentives in the revised EV policy can help boost sales of EVs.

4. Offering financing solutions for EVs
Currently in India, only three banks offer special interest loans20 for the purchase of an electric vehicle. This
continues to be a gap area in reducing the upfront cost of EVs. A report released by NITI Aayog in January
2022 outlines the need for priority sector recognition for retail lending in the e-mobility ecosystem. It
highlights that RBI’s priority sector lending guidelines have a proven track record of improving the supply of
formal credit towards areas of national priority. This can provide a strong regulatory incentive for banks and
NBFCs to scale their financing to EVs .
This is an opportunity for states to show leadership and incentivize state level banks and financial institutions
to offer special financing options for EVs that help drive their penetration. Currently, Delhi is the only state to
have launched My EV initiative, which provides 5% interest subvention on purchase of e-auto rickshaws
on loans22.

5. Introducing ZEV mandates for government fleets and b2b sector
Governments across the world, particularly in the west, have introduced zero emission vehicle (ZEV)
mandates to lower road transport emissions and improve the average fleet economies for auto
manufacturers. These mandates apply to government vehicles, fleet owners, and even directing
manufacturers to ensure a certain percentage of vehicles produced by them are electric. Mandates function
as a rule, thereby being more binding and having higher chances of being adhered to, than targets
and policies.
Tamil Nadu can consider mandating all government offices’ vehicles and vehicle aggregators fleets and taxis
to be electric within the duration of its EV policy. Currently, no state government policy mandates a 100% shift
towards government owned vehicles, and this step can once again place Tamil Nadu in the lead.
Some states have already set targets for transition of vehicles owned by government agencies to 100% EVs.
Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, and Haryana are the states which
have already set the context for this. Meghalaya EV policy also mandates adoption of EVs in the Government
and its Boards, Corporations, Government undertakings, Development Authorities, Municipalities in a
phased manner.Interestingly, government-held Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL) already concluded
the procurement and deployment of 1,590 EVs (E-Cars) in more than 160 Central and state government
departments in 49 cities as of August 2021.
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For vehicle aggregators’ fleets, including soft EV mandates in the form of clean transportation commitments
(similar to 100% RE mandates given by companies like Facebook, Google, Infosys, etc.), can help expedite EV
conversion of this large fleet, initially starting with a small number, and then progressively increasing it.
	In Delhi, a minimum requirement of electric fleet is being considered from next year for cab aggregators
like Uber and Ola. According to the draft aggregator policy, 10 percent of all two-wheelers and 5 percent
of all four-wheelers are mandated to be electric within the first six months from the date of notification.
Two years from the notification, the share will have to rise to 50 percent of all new two-wheelers and 25
percent of all new four-wheelers. With this, the Delhi government has become the first to notify an
Aggregator’s Policy to mandate EV fleets.
	Maharashtra state government, in 2021, had set a target for such companies to electrify 25% of their
fleet by 2025. The state of Maharashtra has said that it will offer companies like Amazon and Uber new
incentives to electrify their delivery fleet ahead of a 2025 target for cleaner air.
	At a Company-specific level, some big e-commerce, food-delivery, and ride-hailing Companies in India
have come up with EV targets, either in terms of number of vehicles or a proportion of their fleet to be
replaced with EVs. Some of the targets announced by large aggregators in India are as below.
	Flipkart will also create charging infrastructure at its delivery hubs and offices across the country.
Flipkart and Amazon have both tied up with Mahindra Electric Mobility Ltd. for E3W and Hero Electric
Vehicles Pvt. for electric scooters.
	In June 2021, food delivery platform Zomato said it will join EV100, a global initiative of companies
committed to switching their fleets to electric vehicles by 2030.
	Food aggregator Swiggy has also partnered with TVS Motor Company to add more E2W to its delivery
fleet with an aim to have its drivers make at least 800,000 kilometres per day through EVs by 2025.
	On 1 April 2022, Amazon India announced a partnership with New Delhi-based battery swapping
infrastructure provider Sun Mobility, to electrify its delivery fleet in India.
	The state of Maharashtra has said that it will offer companies like Amazon and Uber new incentives to
electrify their delivery fleets ahead of a 2025 target for cleaner air.
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A nnexure
Assumptions:
States purchase incentive offered to four-wheelers: Rs 1,50,000 | Central FAME II subsidy: Rs 1,50,000 | TCO
time period: 8 years (4W) & 6 years (3W) as per battery warranty offered by companies | Mileage & Range:
As per ARAI figures | Petrol Price: Rs 101.74 Rs per Litre as on 1st June 2022 | Cost of the vehicle: Sourced
from various platforms like Cardekho, Cartrade
Electric car cost calculation excludes waivers of road tax, registration fee | Electricity tariff: 5rs per unit. |
*Upcoming ev models

E-three-wheeler:
Fuel: Petrol

M&M 3W

Fuel: Petrol

M&M 3W

Electric

Treo HRT

Cost of the vehicle
on road

₹286,000.00

Cost of the vehicle
on road (inc
Central Subsidy)

₹228,644.00

Cost of the vehicle
on road (Inc
Subsidy state +
central.)

₹208,644.00

Time period Yrs

6.00

Time period Yrs

Total Km run

160,000.00

Fuel required
@30kmpl

5,333.33

Fuel required
@ 130km/charge

1,230.77

₹102.74

Cost per unit
(without subsidy)

₹8.00

Cost per ltr
Total Fuel Cost

₹547,946.67

Cost per km

₹3.42

Total Km run

6.00

Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km

160,000.00

₹9,846.15
₹0.06
₹75,000.00

Time period Yrs
Total Km run
Fuel required
@ 130km/charge
Cost per unit (with
subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km
AMC cost for 6yrs
in Rs

6.00
160,000.00
1,230.77
₹5.00
₹6,153.85
₹0.04

AMC cost for 6yrs
in Rs

₹108,000.00

AMC cost for 6yrs
in Rs

₹75,000.00

TCO for 6yrs

₹941,946.67

TCO for 8yrs

₹313,490.15

TCO for 6yrs

₹289,797.85

Electric car

Tata
Nexonxz+

Electric car

Tata
Nexonxz+

E-four-wheeler: TCO
Tata Nexon:
Petrol car
Cost of the vehicle
on road
Time period Yrs

Tata
Nexonxz+
₹1,235,976.00

8.0

Cost of the vehicle
on road (inc
Central Subsidy)
Time period Yrs

Total Km run

160000.0

Total Km run

Fuel required
@17kmpl

₹9,411.76

Fuel required @
310km/charge

Cost per ltr
Total Fuel cost
Cost per km

₹102.74
₹966,964.71
₹6.04

Cost per unit
(without subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km

AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

₹108,000.00

AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

TCO for 8 yrs

₹2,310,940.71

TCO for 8yrs

₹1,517,133.00

8.0
160000.0
₹516.13
₹8.00
₹4,129.03
₹0.03
₹75,000.00
₹1,596,262.03

Cost of the vehicle
on road (Inc Subsidy
state central.)
Time period Yrs
Total Km run
Fuel required @
310km/charge
Cost per unit (with
subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs
TCO for 8yrs

₹1,367,133.00

8.0
160000.0
₹516.13
₹5.00
₹2,580.65
₹0.02
₹75,000.00
₹1,444,713.65
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Tata Tigor:
Petrol car
Cost of vehicle on
road

Time period Yrs

Tata
Tigorxz+
₹869,602.00

8.0

Total Km run

160000.0

Fuel required
@20.3kmpl

₹8,000.00

Cost per ltr
Total Fuel cost
Cost per km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs
TCO for 8 yrs

₹102.74
₹821,920.00
₹5.14
₹108,000.00

Electric car

Tata
Tigprxz+

Electric car

Cost of the vehicle ₹1,265,407.00
on road (waver of
inc road tax + reg
+ Central Subsidy)

Cost of the vehicle
on road (Inc Subsidy
state central.)

Time period Yrs

Time period Yrs

Total Km run
Fuel required @
310km/charge
Cost per unit
(without subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

8.0
160000.0
₹516.13
₹8.00
₹4,129.03
₹0.03
₹75,000.00

Total Km run
Fuel required @
310km/charge
Cost per unit (with
subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km

Tata
Tigorxz+
₹1,115,407.00

8.0
160000.0
₹516.13
₹5.00
₹2,580.65
₹0.02

AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

₹75,000.00

₹1,799,522.00

TCO for 8yrs

₹1,344,536.03

TCO for 8yrs

₹1,192,987.65

M&M
KUV100 K6

Electric car

M&M
KUV100 K6

Electric car

M&M
KUV100 K6

M&M Kuv 100*
Petrol car
Cost of the vehicle
on road

Time period Yrs

₹864,210.00

8.0

Cost of the vehicle
on road (waver of
inc road tax + reg
+ Central Subsidy)
Time period Yrs

₹875,000.00

8.0

Cost of the vehicle
on road (Inc Subsidy
state central)
Time period Yrs

₹700,000.00

8.0

Total Km run

160000.0

Total Km run

160000.0

Total Km run

160000.0

Fuel required
@17kmpl

₹9,411.76

Fuel required @
147km/charge

₹1,088.44

Fuel required @
147km/charge

₹1,088.44

Cost per ltr
Total Fuel Cost
Cost per km

₹102.74
₹966,964.71
₹6.04

Cost per unit
(without subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km

₹8.00
₹8,707.48
₹0.05

Cost per unit (with
subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km

₹5.00
₹5,442.18
₹0.03

AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

₹80,000.00

AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

₹50,000.00

AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

₹50,000.00

TCO for 8 yrs

₹1,911,174.71

TCO for 8yrs

₹933,707.48

TCO for 8yrs

₹755,442.18
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M&M XUV 300*
Petrol car
Cost of the vehicle
on road

Time period Yrs

M&M XUV
300 W6
₹1,150,473.00

8.0

Electric car
Cost of Vehicle on
road (waver of inc
road tax + reg +
Central Subsidy )
Time period Yrs

Total Km run

160000.0

Total Km run

Fuel required
@17kmpl

₹9,411.76

Fuel required @
350km/charge

Cost per ltr
Total FuelCostt
Cost per km

₹102.74
₹966,964.71
₹6.04

Cost per unit
(without subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km

M&M XUV
300 W6

Electric car

M&M XUV
300 W6

₹1,350,000.00

Cost of vehicle on
road (Inc Subsidy
state central)

₹1,200,000.00

8.0

Time period Yrs

8.0

160000.0
₹457.14
₹8.00
₹3,657.14
₹0.02

Total Km run
Fuel required @
350km/charge
Cost per unit (with
subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km

160000.0
₹457.14
₹5.00
₹2,285.71
₹0.01

AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

₹80,000.00

AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

₹80,000.00

AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

₹80,000.00

TCO for 8 yrs

₹2,197,437.71

TCO for 8yrs

₹1,433,657.14

TCO for 8yrs

₹1,282,285.71

Tata Altroz
XZ+

Electric car

Tata Altroz
EV

Electric car

Tata Altroz
EV

Tata Altroz EV*
Petrol car
Cost of the vehicle
on road

Time period Yrs

₹993,770.00

8.0

Total Km run

160000.0

Fuel required
@18kmpl

₹8,888.89

Cost per ltr
Total Fuel cost
Cost per km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs
TCO for 8 yrs

₹102.74
₹913,244.44
₹5.71
₹80,000.00
₹1,987,014.44

Cost of vehicle on
road (waver of inc
road tax + reg +
Central Subsidy )
Time period Yrs
Total Km run
Fuel required @
300km/charge
Cost per unit
(without subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs
TCO for 8yrs

₹1,250,000.00

Cost of vehicle on
road (Inc Subsidy
state+central)

₹1,100,000.00

8.0

Time period Yrs

8.0

160000.0
₹533.33
₹8.00
₹4,266.67
₹0.03
₹80,000.00
₹1,334,266.67

Total Km run
Fuel required @
300km/charge
Cost per unit (with
subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs
TCO for 8yrs

160000.0
₹533.33
₹5.00
₹2,666.67
₹0.02
₹80,000.00
₹1,182,666.67
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Tata Punch/HBX*
Petrol car
Cost of the vehicle
on road

Tata
Punch

Electric car

₹835,649.00

Time period Yrs

8.0

Total Km run

160000.0

Fuel required
@18kmpl

₹8,888.89

Cost per ltr
Total Fuel cost
Cost per km

₹102.74
₹913,244.44
₹5.71

Cost of the vehicle
on road (waver of
inc road tax + reg
+ Central Subsidy)

Total Km run
Fuel required @
300km/charge
Cost per unit
(without subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)

TCO for 8 yrs

₹80,000.00

AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

Electric car

₹1,250,000.00

Time period Yrs

Cost per Km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

Tata
HBX

8.0
160000.0
₹533.33
₹8.00
₹4,266.67
₹0.03
₹80,000.00

Cost of the vehicle
on road (Inc Subsidy
state+ central.)

Tata
HBX
₹1,100,000.00

Time period Yrs
Total Km run
Fuel required @
300km/charge
Cost per unit (with
subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs

₹1,828,893.44

TCO for 8yrs

₹1,334,266.67

TCO for 8yrs

MG
Astor

Electric car

MG
Astor

Electric car

8.0
160,000.00
₹533.33
₹5.00
₹2,666.67
₹0.02
₹80,000.00
₹1,182,666.67

MG-Astor*
Petrol car
Cost of the vehicle
on road

Time period Yrs

₹1,722,709.00

8.0

Cost of the vehicle
on road (waver of
inc road tax + reg
+ Central Subsidy)
Time period Yrs

Total Km run

160000.0

Total Km run

Fuel required
@17kmpl

₹9,411.76

Fuel reuired @
300km/charge

Cost per ltr
Total Fuel cost
Cost per km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs
TCO for 8 yrs

₹102.74
₹966,964.71
₹6.04
₹80,000.00
₹2,769,673.71

Cost per unit
(without subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs
TCO for 8yrs

MG
Astor

₹1,400,000.00

Cost of vehicle on
road (Inc Subsidy
state+ central.)

₹1,250,000.00

8.0

Time period Yrs

8.0

160000.0
₹533.33
₹8.00
₹4,266.67
₹0.03
₹80,000.00
₹1,484,266.67

Total Km run
Fuel reuired @
300km/charge
Cost per unit (with
subsidy)
Total fuel cost
(Charge)
Cost per Km
AMC cost for 8yrs
in Rs
TCO for 8yrs

160000.0
₹533.33
₹5.00
₹2,666.67
₹0.02
₹80,000.00
₹1,332,666.67
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